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Abstract
Peripheral T-cell lymphomas, (PTCL) are rare and heterogeneous group of lymphoid malignancies arising from mature or precursor T-cells. The most common 
sites of extranodal involvement in peripheral T-cell lymphomas are the spleen, liver, skin, lungs and subcutaneous tissue. The frequency of primary pancreatic 
involvement has been reported as 2.2% and secondary pancreatic involvement 0.2-2% in NHL patients. FDG PET/CT has been found to efficiently identify more 
sites of extranodal disease compared to contrast enhanced CT scan. The sensitivity and specificity of PET/CT in detecting extranodal lymphoma is 88% and 100% 
respectively. To our knowledge, no cases with pancreatic involvement of peripheral T-cell lymphoma detected by PET/CT have been reported in the literature.
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Introduction 
Peripheral T-cell lymphomas (PTCL) are rare and heterogeneous 

group of lymphoid malignancies arising from mature or precursor 
T-cells. PTCLs make up approximately 15-20% of all Non-hodgkin 
lymphomas and has a varying incidence around the world [1,2]. The 
latest and most widely used classification of PTCLs is by the World 
Health Organization (WHO) and divides into many categories 
and subtypes. The classification mainly consists of 3 large groups:  
Anaplastic large cell lymphoma, Angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma 
(AITL) and subtypes which are no further classifiable in the WHO 
classification are peripheral T-cell lymphoma-not otherwise specified 
(PTCL-NOS). PTCLs can also be examined depending on where they 
primarily derive from and their typical presentations; the cutaneous 
types are usually indolent while the nodal and extranodal presenting 
types usually exhibit aggressive behavior [1,2].

The known most frequently diagnosed subgroup of PTCL is PTCL-
NOS by 25% and is a heterogeneous highly aggressive lymphoma 
known to have a poor prognosis [2].  PTCL-NOS typically occurs in 
adults (median age 55-60 years), with a higher prevalence in males 
[2,3]. Approximately 70-80% of patients present with disseminated 
disease (stage III or IV disease) and often have B symptoms, generalized 
lymphadenopathy, bone marrow infiltration and extranodal 
involvement (skin and gastrointestinal tract being the most commonly 
affected sites), with high or high-intermediate International Prognostic 
Index (IPI) score in 50-70% cases [3].  According to one of the most 
extensive studies on PTCL-NOS patients to date, by the International 
Peripheral T-cell Lymphoma Project, the most frequent presentation 
of PTCL-NOS is nodal and extranodal disease by 49%, only nodal 
disease is present in 38% and most least presentation type is extranodal 
by 13% [1,2]. The most common reported extranodal sites were the 
spleen (24%), liver (17%), skin (16%), lungs (8%) and subcutaneous 

tissue (6%) [2]. The frequency of primary pancreatic involvement has 
been reported as 2.2% and secondary pancreatic involvement 0.2-2% 
in NHL patients. A few cases of pancreatic involvement of NHL have 
been reported in the literature and to our knowledge, none have been 
reported as peripheral T-cell lymphoma [4-6].

Case report
A 47-year-old female was admitted to hospital with complaint 

of abdominal pain, nausea and left lower abdominal sensitivity on 
physical examination. Tests revealed a mass in the small intestine 
and immediately underwent laparoscopic segmental intestinal 
resection. Review of the resected mass was carried out by experienced 
pathologists and was consistent with peripheral T-cell lymphoma not 
otherwise specified (PTCL NOS). Microscopic evaluation showed 
residual lymphoid follicules and small-medium sized atypical 
lymphocytes with clear cytoplasms and irregular hyperchromatic 
nuclei. Immunohistochemistry demonstrated lymphocyte markers 
(CD3, CD43, CD8 and CD56) strongly positive, and a typical 
lymphocyte marker such as CD138 and MUM-1 were positive. The 
Ki-67 proliferation index was 70%. Bone marrow biopsy did not show 
involvement of lymphoma. Standard staging studies including computed 
tomography (CT) of the neck, chest, upper and lower abdomen 
showed no pathological findings. After receiving six cycles of CHOP 
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(cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin and prednisone) regimen, 
consolidation with autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) was 
planned.  Prior to ASCT, the patient was referred for a whole body 
18-FDG PET/CT to assess response to treatment. 18-FDG PET/CT 
revealed a focal increase of uptake of FDG (standardized uptake value 
of 6.10) in the corpus of the pancreas approximately 1.5 cm in diameter 
which showed somewhat amount of increase in activity in dual-phase 
screening while no distinctive lesion was detectable on unenhanced CT 
(Figure 1).  A pancreatic lesion had not been shown by the diagnostic 
enhanced CT prior to and during chemotherapy.  Correlative Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) study, done after the PET/CT, supported 
the PET/CT findings. It concluded the lesion as being a hypointense 
pancreatic mass approximately 1.6 cm in diameter in concordance 
with lymphomatous pancreatic involvement. An ultrasound guided 
tru-cut biopsy was deemed non-diagnostic, thus, an intraoperatively 
performed excisional biopsy was carried out identifying the pancreatic 
lesion as atypical T cell lymphocyte infiltration. Histopathological 

interpretation of the lesion was done by different expert pathologists. 
Immunohistochemistry showed positive staining for CD2, CD3, CD8 
and CD7, while CD4, CD20, CD10, CD30 and CD23 were negative. 
The Ki-67 was 50% (Figure 2).  The currently stage IVA PTCL patient 
with an IPI score 3, was evaluated as having progressive disease. The 
PET/CT evaluation resulted in a change in therapy management and 
the patient is currently receiving salvage chemotherapy.

Discussion
T-cell lymphomas contribute to approximately 10-15% of all 

lymphoid malignancies [2]. It is usually staged by the Ann-Arbor 
staging system and its most commonly used prognostic index is the IPI 
score. They most frequently present at an advanced stage, and especially 
the aggressive types have a short survival [3]. Current standard 
chemotherapy regimens such as CHOP, has insufficient efficacies, 
and no definitive curative therapy has been shown to be successful 
in treating PTCL-NOS [7,8].  According to the International T-cell 
Lymphoma Study, the overall survival (OS) and failure-free survival 
(FFS) with PTCL-NOS at 10 to 15 years is 10% [9].

It is known that the use of PET/CT in HL and B-cell lymphomas 
has been demonstrated extensively in staging, restaging and therapy 
response whereas the use of PET/CT in T-cell lymphomas is still 
controversial. Recent studies suggest that PET/CT can be used in a 
similar manner to aggressive B-cell lymphomas [10,11]. According to 
a meta-analysis done by Zhou et al., based on the systematic review of 
eight studies, the pooled sensitivity and specificity of PET/CT in the 
diagnosis and staging of NK/T-cell lymphoma were 95% and 40%, and 
98% and 99% respectively. The results demonstrated that PET/CT has 
high sensitivity and specificity in detecting the NK/T-cell lymphoma 
related lesions [12].  T-cell lymphomas are generally FDG avid, although 
avidity varies according to T cell subtype [11,13].  

F18-FDG PET/CT may provide prognostic information and a 
negative interim or post-therapy FDG PET/CT may predict a higher 
progression free survival (PFS) rate as shown in recent studies 
[12,13]. Also, interim PET/CT findings can be used in therapy 
management [13].

The most common sites of extranodal involvement in peripheral 
T-cell lymphomas are the spleen, liver, skin, lungs and subcutaneous 
tissue [14]. Pancreatic involvement by NHL is more commonly the 
result of local extension or secondary involvement by widespread 
disease as opposed to development of a primary lesion.  Primary 
pancreatic lymphoma accounts for less than 0.5% of all pancreatic 
malignancies and 1% of extranodal lymphomas. Secondary involvement 
of the pancreas by lymphoma is reported to occur in 5% to 30% of all 
lymphomas [15].  

The imaging characteristics of extranodal involvement can be 
subtle or even absent in conventional computed tomography. Imaging 
the tumor metabolism with 18-FDG PET/CT has enabled and 
improved the identification of extranodal manifestations, even when 
CT has demonstrated no lesions [16]. FDG PET/CT has been found to 
efficiently identify more sites of extranodal disease compared to contrast 
enhanced CT scan in 50% of patients in a study [13]. In our case, the 
pancreatic lesion detected on FDG PET/CT had not been identified by 
conventional radiological studies done prior to and during treatment. 
The advantages of FDG PET/CT for staging and restaging of both HL 
and NHL is mostly attributed to the detection of FDG avid, normal 
sized lymph nodes and of extranodal sites that were previously missed 
out on CT [14]. The sensitivity and specificity of PET/CT in detecting 

Figure 1. Transaxial and coronal cross-sectional 18-FDG PET/CT images of the patient.  
(a) and (d) are tomographic cross sections of the abdomen show the pancreas with no 
prominent lesion. 
(b) and (e) is a focal uptake of FDG is observed in the pancreas, correctly anatomicaly 
localised by the CT. 
(c) and (f) are the fusion images of PET and CT are shown.

Figure 2. Microscopic evaluation of tru-cut biopsy of pancreas. (a) (Hematoxylin-eosin, 
original magnification x40) Lymphoid cell infiltration can be seen on the left side of the 
image, and residual fibrotic changes and evidence of inflammation on the right side. (b) 
(Hematoxylin-eosin, original magnification x400) Higher magnification shows medium 
sized, atypical lymphoid cells with pale eosinophilic cytoplasm.  (c) (original magnification 
x200) Atypical lymphoid cells were diffusely stained positive with CD8.  (d) (Ki marking, 
original magnification x200) The neoplastic cells were seen to have a high Ki-67 
proliferation index (50%).
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extranodal lymphoma is 88% and 100% respectively while is has been 
found to be 50% and 90 % respectively in contrast enhanced CT [16]. 

The treatment strategies of NK/T cell lymphoma patients depend 
on the stage of disease [12]. Our patient who didn’t have a baseline PET/
CT, no other known nodal/extranodal site except the intestinal mass, 
started standard chemotherapy protocol at stage IE.  The response to 
treatment evaluation PET/CT upstaged the patient and changed the 
treatment plan by detecting the pancreatic involvement.  The usefulness 
of PET/CT in identifying and following extranodal disease in PTCL has 
also been shown in various studies [6,16,17].

In our case we can easily say that the PET/CT performed also 
served as an evaluation tool for pre- stem cell transplantation evaluation 
and changed the course of treatment plan by not allowing ASCT 
thus inhibiting unnecessary intervention, potential morbidity, and 
supporting cost-effectivity.  Our case demonstrated the role of PET/CT 
in treatment response, locating extranodal sites, restaging, pre ASCT 
evaluation, and monitoring the treatment plan.  Accurate staging/
knowledge of extent of disease may be useful in baseline evaluation, 
follow-up and response assessment thus playing a decisive role in the 
prognosis and treatment strategy of NK/T-cell lymphomas. Future 
advances in assessing and treating this aggressive, heterogeneous group 
of lymphomas will not be possible without the use of a guiding tool, 
the PET/CT.
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